ANNUAL MEETING

December 27-29, 1965

Meetings will be held in
The Divinity School & The Law School of
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Significant New Publications

RELIGION IN AMERICA
Winthrop S. Hudson
A balanced and comprehensive history of American religious life in four major sections: The Formative Years, 1607-1789; The New Nation, 1789-1860; Years of Midpassage, 1860-1914; and Modern America, 1914-The Present. 1965. 448 pp. Paper. Tentative, $3.95

MAN'S NATURE AND HIS COMMUNITIES
Reinhold Niebuhr
Continuing his exploration of the dynamics of man's personal and social existence, Dr. Niebuhr examines the conflict between man's universal humanity and his tribal loyalties, and reviews the philosophies of social and political order. 1965. 128 pp. Cloth. $3.95

THE FOUNDATIONS OF NEW TESTAMENT
CHRISTOLOGY
Reginald H. Fuller
An examination of the origins of New Testament Christology which stresses the early significance of the history of Jesus, the importance of the disciples' belief in the resurrection, and the christological response of the early church. 1965. 264 pp. Cloth. $5.95

RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHIES OF THE WEST
George F. Thomas
An analysis of the role played in the development of Western religion by philosophers and philosophical theologians, among them Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, Augustine, Eckhart, Spinoza, Hume, Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Feuerbach and Dewey, Whitehead, and Tillich. 1965. xviii, 454 pp. Paper. $3.95

THE EDGE OF WISDOM:
A Source Book of Religious and Secular Writers
Robert S. Wicks
An introduction to some of the major concerns of modern religious thought, this text offers selections from the work of twenty-seven outstanding contemporary thinkers, with lucid introductions and analyses by the editor. 1964. xv, 278 pp. Paper. $3.95

THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
E. V. N. Goetchius
This text is specifically designed to help the student attain a sufficient knowledge of basic Greek grammar and vocabulary to pursue the study of New Testament exegesis. A workbook provides exercises for the text lessons. 1965. 224 pp. Cloth. $6.50. Workbook—Paper. $2.50

SCRIBNER STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY THEOLOGY
A new series designed to provide the student with inexpensive editions of works by important contemporary theologians. The first four volumes will include:

THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

CHRISTIANITY AND THE EXISTENTIALISTS
Edited by Carl Michalson. 1965. 228 pp. Paper. Tentative, $2.95

SCHLEIERMACHER ON CHRIST AND RELIGION

RACISM AND THE CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDING OF MAN
George D. Kelsey. 1965. 195 pp. Paper. Tentative, $2.95

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
597 Fifth Avenue, New York
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A Journal of CHURCH and STATE

The only scholarly journal expressly concerned with what has been called "the greatest subject in the history of the West," A JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND STATE seeks to stimulate interest, dialogue, research, and publication in the broad area of church and state relations. JCS features provocative articles and editorials, review of significant books, case studies, a list of recent doctoral dissertations, key documents, and texts of important court decisions related to church and state. A regular feature of each issue, "Notes on Church-State Affairs," covers major developments in church and state in the United States and overseas.

THE AUTUMN 1965 ISSUE includes

Editorial: Church, State, and Missions .......................... James E. Wood, Jr.
Colonialism and Missions: Progressive Separation .......................... Kenneth Scott Latourette
Government Aid and Mission Operations .................................... Hans W. Florin
Religious Liberty and Missions ............................................ Franklin H. Littell
The Christian Encounter With World Religions ............................. Charles S. Braden
Israel and Religious Liberty .................................................. Dwight L. Baker
The Russian Orthodox Church and the Soviet State, 1946-1956: A Decade of the New Orthodoxy .......................... Edward M. Bennett
Human Rights and Religious Liberty ........................................ World Council of Churches

Book Reviews:

ORDER FORM
A Journal of CHURCH AND STATE
Box 258, Baylor University
Waco, Texas 76703

Published three times a year: Winter, Spring, and Autumn. Subscription: $3.50 per year domestic, $4.00 per year foreign. Single copy, $1.25.

Please enter my subscription to A JOURNAL OF CHURCH AND STATE beginning with the current issue.

Name ................................................... Street ...................................................

City .................................................. State or country ........................................

☐ Check enclosed ☐ Bill me

Note: Subscriptions received prior to January 1, 1966: $2.50 per year domestic, $3.00 per year foreign. Single copy, $1.00.
The faith of man as interpreted in the Old Testament—

PEOPLE OF THE LORD:
The History, Scriptures and Faith of Ancient Israel
By HARRY M. BUCK, Wilson College

The essential business of introductory study of the Old Testament is examination of the scriptures themselves. PEOPLE OF THE LORD is a new introduction to the Hebrew scriptures that provides a revealing context for them, but does not, through restatement of their content, make direct reading of them superfluous. Chapters open with a selective list of biblical passages that should be read concurrently; the body of each chapter assumes that its biblical references have been read.

PEOPLE OF THE LORD does not merely offer a set of conclusions, but shows how scholars achieve their opinions and why certain issues are still debated. The reader is thus allowed to make independent judgments.

Perspective on the Old Testament is given through treatment of the historical and cultural environment of ancient Israel. The book consistently offers quotations and discussion of relevant non-biblical materials and recognizes that Israel supplied foundations for the Jewish and Muslim faiths, as well as for Christianity.

Attention is paid to the history of the compilation of the books of the Old Testament, but tedious detail is avoided. A special merit of the book consists in its showing the impact of the scriptures on the development of the religion of the Hebrews.

Beside the customary index of names and subjects, Professor Buck has created a helpful index of biblical references and two valuable appendices. The first is a brief critical review of the history of the text of the Bible and its English translations. The second is a bibliographical essay informative for both students and teachers. Special maps have been drawn for the book.

1966, 652 pages, $7.50

MAN’S RELIGIONS, Third Edition
By JOHN B. Noss, Professor Emeritus, Franklin and Marshall College

This outstanding work is described in Mentor’s Good Reading as “The best text on the world’s religions and their development.” It has been widely adopted for undergraduate courses, as well as for seminary programs. Maps and drawings have been added to this edition, and material has been revised to incorporate the results of recent scholarship. Revisions include: reconsideration of primitive religions in terms of recent anthropological research; additional information on Greek religion and on Buddhism in its first phase; new treatment of The Wisdom That Has Gone Beyond, The Trikaya, Tibetan Buddhism, and Zen; additional material on later Hinduism, the conquest of Canaan, The Dead Sea Scrolls, and recent developments in Christianity.

1963, 816 pages, $7.95

Write to the Faculty Service Desk for Examination Copies
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York 10011
Provocative . . . . . Timely

Fritz Buri . . . . .

THEOLOGY OF EXISTENCE

The English reader has access here for the first time to the mature thoughts of a theologian and churchman who has addressed himself liberally to basic issues in European theology for thirty years. 

$4.00

Walter Rauschenbusch . . . .

PRAYERS OF THE SOCIAL AWAKENING

A reprint of the classic devotional work by the most eminent prophet of the Social Gospel. First published in 1910, the prayers today retain a timeliness in the context of new and even more complex social problems than those which prompted their initial appearance. 

$3.50

Books That Endure from

THE ATTIC PRESS, INC.
P. O. BOX 1156
GREENWOOD, S. C. 29647

An important question from a six year old!

Or, "Dad, does God really care about us?" from an inquiring teen-age son or daughter. Such questions can be answered — if the family has a deep understanding of God as revealed through the Bible.

Daily devotions in The Upper Room, with meditation, Bible reading and prayer, help to bring about this understanding and to supply answers to the really important questions in life. Day by day, The Upper Room conveys profound truths in simple terms.

This is why The Upper Room has become more than a devotional guide to the millions of people throughout the world who use it. It has become part of a world movement — a way of life — and a ministry to those who seek spiritual strength for themselves and their loved ones.

m The Upper Room

The world's most widely used devotional guide

42 Editions — 36 Languages

1908 Grand Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 37203

★ While in Nashville, visit The Upper Room Chapel. Send for free city map.
See the Publishers’ Displays

The American Academy of Religion and its official organ, The Journal of Bible and Religion, have always had a special interest in acquainting professors of religion with the best contemporary literature in the field. Book reviews, book notices, and selected advertising have long been a part of the Journal.

This year eight publishers will arrange displays of their lists, exhibiting their new titles and their old favorites. Please patronize these exhibits, where you may examine new books at your leisure and place orders.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS

Abingdon Press
Bethany Press
Cambridge University Press
Fortress Press
Harper & Row, Publishers
John Knox Press
Oxford University Press
Charles Scribner’s Sons
THE PROGRAM, 1965

MONDAY, DECEMBER 27

8:00 P.M. PLENARY SESSION
Benton Chapel
Gerald A. Larue, University of Southern California, editor of Bulletin of the American Academy of Religion, Presiding.
Presidential Address: James L. Price Jr., Duke University, “The Search for the Theology of the Fourth Evangelist.”

9:15 P.M. RECEPTION FOR MEMBERS AND THEIR GUESTS Room to be announced

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28

9:00 A.M. PLENARY SESSION
Underwood Auditorium
Charles G. Pfeiffer, Columbia College, Presiding
“The Three Types of Correlation in Tillich’s Method of Correlation.” Robert P. Scharlemann, University of Southern California.

11:00 A.M. COFFEE Rand Hall

11:30 A.M. GROUP MEETINGS
Religion and the Humanities Room: Law 108
“Literature and Religion.” Gabriel Vahanian, Syracuse University.

Religion and Social Ethics Room: Law 110
“The Southern Presbyterian Minister and Ethical Issues: A Study in the Ethical Dilemmas of the Protestant Minister in a Time of Crisis.” Robert K. Gustafson, St. Andrew’s Presbyterian College.


12:30 P.M. LUNCH Rand Hall

2:00 P.M. GROUP MEETINGS CONTINUED
Religion and the Humanities Room: Law 108
Respondent and Discussion Leader: To be announced.

Religion and Social Ethics Room: Law 110
Respondent and Discussion Leader: To be announced.
New Testament Theology
Room: Div. G-30
Respondent and Discussion Leader: To be announced.

3:15 P.M.  Coffee  Rand Hall
4:00 P.M.  Annual Business Meeting  Underwood Auditorium
6:00 P.M.  Dinner  Rand Hall
8:00 P.M.  A Symposium on Ludwig Feuerbach  Underwood Auditorium
           Hans W. Frei, Yale University, Chairman and Panel Moderator.
           “Feuerbach On Luther,” John Glasse, Vassar College.
           “The Distinctiveness of Feuerbach,” Manfred H. Vogel, Northwestern University.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29

9:00 A.M.  Seminar on “The Nature and Purpose of Undergraduate Religion Courses.”  Underwood Auditorium
            Andrew R. Eickhoff, Bradley University, Presiding
            “An Academic Discipline,” Donald E. Bartlett, Lake Forest College.

10:30 A.M.  Coffee  Rand Hall
11:00 A.M.  Continuation of Seminar Discussion  Underwood Auditorium
12:30 P.M.  Lunch  Rand Hall
1:45 P.M.  Plenary Session  Underwood Auditorium
            William R. Persons, University of Wyoming, Presiding.
            “The Problems of Muslim-Christian Dialogue,” Isma’il R. al Faruqi, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

8:00 P.M.  Joint Meeting  Underwood Auditorium
            American Academy of Religion
            American Schools of Oriental Research
            Society of Biblical Literature
Concerning the Placement Service of the Academy

The American Academy of Religion wishes once again to call the attention of its membership to the offices of its Placement Service.

This service operates to assist members of the Academy in finding teaching positions in the field of religion. Members who are seeking placement are asked to write to the Placement Chairman, Professor Robert Osborn, Box 4735, Duke Station, Durham, North Carolina 27706. He will mail to the applicant duplicate placement forms, which, when they are executed and returned to the Placement Office, will be entered into the placement files. When an institution seeking to make an appointment inquires of the Placement Office, the placement chairman will mail to the institution the forms of those candidates who appear to be qualified for the position. Any direct contact between the inquiring institution and the candidate is initiated by the institution.

In order to make the office as effective as possible, there is an annual mailing, in the fall of the year, to the major college and university departments of religion, and to the major theological seminaries. Also, the Newsletter will carry notices of the placement service.

In order that the files be kept up to date, every candidate on file with the office is asked in the fall of each year to renew his application if placement is still sought for the next academic year.

This office is yours, and we urge you to use it should you be seeking placement or should you be seeking new appointments in your respective departments.

The services of the Placement Office will be available at the annual meeting, during hours to be announced at the meeting.

Robert T. Osborn
Placement Chairman, N.A.B.I.
Box 4735
Duke Station
Durham, North Carolina 27706
Contemporary Biblical Scholarship

THE BIBLE IN MODERN SCHOLARSHIP

J. Philip Hyatt, Editor. Papers read at the 100th meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature. A truly ecumenical consideration of some of the most pressing topics of both Old and New Testament study, presented by scholars of international reputation. Topics were chosen to cover the principal problems and concerns of current biblical scholarship.

400 pages $7.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT

Written by Werner G. Kuemmel. Translated by A. J. Mattill, Jr. This highly readable translation of a great New Testament work is characterized by up-to-date bibliographies, excellence of historical presentation, and richness of detail. Dr. Kuemmel deals with the problems of higher criticism (authorship, date, etc.) of each New Testament book and traces the development of the canon. Indexes of pages, persons, and subjects.

448 pages $7.50

LUKE AND THE GNOSTICS


128 pages $2.75

FORTHCOMING BOOKS


Introduction to the Old Testament, by Fohrer - Sellin - Rost. A translation of the significantly revised German text.


At your local bookstore

ABINGDON PRESS
Oxford BOOKS OF LASTING VALUE

The Oxford Annotated Bible with The Apocrypha
Revised Standard Version

edited by BRUCE M. METZGER and HERBERT G. MAY. For the first time, a convenient one-volume edition of the two distinguished works. With special introduction and new full-color maps for The Apocrypha (in addition to a 32-page section of New Oxford Bible Maps and index). "Unquestionably the best edition of the Bible for reading and study." — THE REVEREND W. VAN ETTEN CASEY, s.J., Professor of Theology, The College of the Holy Cross. 1,925 pages, 5 3/4 x 8 1/4".

No. 08800A. $10.50

Oxford Bible Atlas

edited by HERBERT G. MAY, with the assistance of R. W. HAMILTON and G. N. S. HUNT. "A superb companion to The Oxford Annotated Bible, or to any edition of the Bible. Its 26 maps in a new process of subdued tints, the excellent gazetteer, the text accompanying the maps, the many photographs of archaeological sites and finds make this an outstanding book."—America. Size: 7 3/4 x 10 1/4". Cloth edition. $4.95

Worship
Its Theology and Practice

by J.-J. VON ALLMEN, Professor in the Theological Faculty, University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland. A comprehensive examination of the place of worship in the life of the Church, this book makes available "much of the best thinking among French and German writers today .... will take its place as a leader in liturgical studies.” — MASSEY H. SHEPHERD, JR. $6.50

Now in paperback

The Spirit of Protestantism

by ROBERT McAFFEE BROWN, Professor of Religion, Stanford University. "A splendid definitive study ... it points the way and prepares the ground for a more realistic and fruitful dialogue. ... [The author] compels Protestants to engage in a thorough reappraisal of their doctrines, and their experience is refreshing." — STILES LESSLY, in The Journal of Religion $5.00

Paper. GB 151 $1.95

At your bookseller

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS/New York
REGISTRATION AND RESERVATION FORM

Return to: Prof. Richard T. Mead, Divinity Quad. 117, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 37203, before Dec. 1st.

Registrations desired

--- American Academy of Religion
--- Amer. Schools of Oriental Research
--- Society of Biblical Literature
--- Natl. Assn. of Prof. of Hebrew
--- Executive Council, AAR
--- Council, SBL

Housing Desired

--- Mon. Dec. 27
--- Tues. Dec. 28
--- Wed. Dec. 29
--- Thurs. Dec. 30
--- Fri. Dec. 31

Meal Arrangements. Meals available through Vanderbilt Food Services cafeterias by contract ($3.75/day) or a la carte ($3-4/day depending on appetite). Please check meals desired: this is not binding but is so that Food Services may plan accommodations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday Dec. 27</th>
<th>Breakfast</th>
<th>Lunch</th>
<th>Dinners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday Dec. 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday Dec. 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday Dec. 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday Dec. 31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Housing Reservations:
Vanderbilt University will provide a limited number of single rooms in its dormitories, at a cost of $4.00 per night, on a first-to-apply-first-served basis. We will also make reservations at various hotels or motels, some of which are listed below (along with auto-travel distance from campus). Where variation exists, lowest price is quoted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Triple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.15</td>
<td>$8.24</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For guidance of the Reservations Secretary, please mark the following items 1, 2, 3 to indicate their relative importance to you:

--- Close to campus; --- Economy; --- Comfort and quality

Procedure: Please indicate your preferences below if you want us to make reservations for you. Be sure to mark nights wanted (at page top). Enclose deposit of $1.00 per night, by check payable to Vanderbilt University. This must be received before December 1.

First pref. (Print)

Second pref.

Third pref.

Type desired: --- single; --- twin-bed dbl.; --- double; --- triple

YOUR NAME (Print)

ADDRESS
The Oxford Annotated Bible with The Apocrypha

Adapted by Bruce M. Metzger and Harvey O. Ockens. For the first time, two distinguished works, with special introduction and new full-color maps for The Apocrypha (in addition to a 32-page section of New Oxford Annotated Bible index).

The College of the Holy Cross. 1,528 pages, $24.95 hardcover.

Bible for All Believers

By John W.mkth. (Cater, President of the Theological Faculty, University of Edinburgh, Scotland. Theologically balanced, this collection of biblical readings is designed to help the reader to understand the Bible in its historical and cultural context. The life of the Church, the book states, 'is much of the Bible's meaning and relevance.'

The Spirit of Protestantism

By Robert McAfee Brown, Professor of Religion, Stanford University. "A splendid, definitive study... A points the way and prepares the ground for a more realistic and fruitful dialogue..." The author proposes Protestantism to engage in a thorough reexamination of their traditions and the experience of reconciliation. - EVERT L. BASE, in The Journal of Religious History.

All new materials.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS  New York

Special price for registrants.
See our exhibit at Vanderbilt University

JESUS AND THE SON OF MAN
by A. J. B. Higgins
This pioneer work is destined to become a handbook in its field. Summarizing decades of research, this detailed study of the title “Son of Man” explores every occurrence of this reference to Jesus found in the New Testament. Through his work the author shows that the resurrection is crucial in any attempt to trace the genesis of the Son of Man sayings.

$4.25

GOD AND TEMPLE
by R. E. Clements
The Jerusalem temple, more than any other institution of Ancient Israel, was the center of a faith that asserted that Yahweh, God of Israel, was lord of the whole earth. This is the conclusion of this detailed inquiry into the meaning and theological significance of the Jerusalem temple as a witness to the presence of God.

$3.75

FACET BOOKS—BIBLICAL SERIES

JOHN REUMANN—General Editor

ONLY TO THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL? by T. W. Manson 75¢
THE GENESIS ACCOUNTS OF CREATION by Claus Westermann 75¢
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BIBLE FOR THE CHURCH by Anders Nygren 75¢
THE LITERARY IMPACT OF THE AUTHORIZED VERSION by C. S. Lewis 75¢
THE SACRIFICE OF CHRIST by C. F. D. Moule 75¢
THE LORD’S PRAYER by Joachim Jeremias 75¢
THE PROBLEM OF THE HISTORICAL JESUS by Joachim Jeremias 75¢
CORPORATE PERSONALITY IN ANCIENT ISRAEL by H. Wheeler Robinson 75¢
THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT by Joachim Jeremias 75¢
BIBLICAL PROBLEMS AND BIBLICAL PREACHING by C. K. Barrett 85¢
JESUS AND THE WILDERNESS COMMUNITY AT QUMRAN by Ethelbert Stauffer 75¢
THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE NEW by C. H. Dodd 75¢
THE MEANING OF HOPE by C. F. D. Moule 85¢

COMING—
Israelite Religion by Helmer Ringgren
The Quest Through the Centuries by Harvey K. McArthur
Preaching from the Gospels by Arthur Voobus and H. Grady Davis

FORTRESS PRESS
Philadelphia, Pa. 19129
November 2, 1965

"SPECIAL NOTICE"

Word has just been received that the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri has made a grant of $30,000 to the American Academy of Religion for the expansion and promotion of its program and services. Further details will be available at the annual meeting. This information was received after the program had been printed.
PRENTICE-HALL announces

An excellent volume expressing Israel's life-story and
the confession of its faith...

UNDERSTANDING THE OLD TESTAMENT

by Bernhard W. Anderson,
Drew University, New Jersey


- This new edition takes advantage of the advances in scholarly discussion that have taken place in the last decade.
- Portions of the text of Part I have been revised to take account of issues in the early history of Israel (Abraham to David) that have been clarified in recent years.
- An additional brief chapter dealing with the Book of Psalms and the worship of Israel has been added in response to a number of requests.
- Footnotes have now been included in all three parts which refer teacher and student to further discussions of debated points.
- The new edition reflects the revival of biblical studies in the Roman Catholic Church and the fruitful conversation now in progress among Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish scholars about the meaning of our biblical heritage.

March 1966, approx. 600 pp., $7.95

PRENTICE-HALL, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.